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Reduction of Ion Thermal Diffusivity Associated with the Transition of the Radial Electric Field
in Neutral-Beam-Heated Plasmas in the Large Helical Device
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Recent large helical device experiments revealed that the transition from ion root to electron root
occurred for the first time in neutral-beam-heated discharges, where no nonthermal electrons exist. The
measured values of the radial electric field were found to be in qualitative agreement with those estimated
by neoclassical theory. A clear reduction of ion thermal diffusivity was observed after the mode transition
from ion root to electron root as predicted by neoclassical theory when the neoclassical ion loss is more
dominant than the anomalous ion loss.
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Neoclassical ion transport is important in stellarator
plasmas, because the helical ripple losses are comparable
to or sometimes even higher than the anomalous losses in
contrast to those in tokamaks. The crucial issues of neo-
classical ion transport are (1) the reduction of ion thermal
diffusivity due to a large positive radial electric field in the
electron root [1–3], and (2) the reduction of ion thermal
diffusivity due to the optimization of the magnetic field
structure (s optimization) [3–6]. However, there has been
no experimental study to test these issues on the neoclas-
sical ion transport in stellarator plasmas. This is because
the transition of the radial electric field from small nega-
tive (ion root) to large positive (electron root) was ob-
served only in plasmas with the assistance of electron
cyclotron heating (ECH), where electron heating is domi-
nant [7–11]. The ion temperature is much lower than the
electron temperature because ions are heated only by the
energy exchange between ions and electrons. In these ex-
periments, the significant increase of electron temperature
and a clear reduction of electron thermal diffusivity were
observed in the plasma core in the electron root. However,
no reduction of ion thermal diffusivity was observed be-
cause of the lack of direct ion heating. There have been
no experimental results to show the improvement of ion
transport in the electron root, although a significant im-
provement of ion transport (rather than the electron trans-
port) is predicted by the neoclassical theory [6]. This paper
describes the experimental results of the neoclassical fea-
ture of ion transport for the first time, the reduction of ion
thermal diffusivity due to the transition to the large posi-
tive electric field (electron root), and/or the optimization
of the magnetic field structure (s optimization).
0031-9007�01�86(23)�5297(4)$15.00
The large helical device (LHD) [12] is a Heliotron
device (poloidal period number L � 2, and toroidal
period number M � 10) with a major radius of
Rax � 3.5 4.1 m, an average minor radius of 0.6 m, and
magnetic field up to 3 T. The radial electric field �Er � is
derived from the poloidal and toroidal rotation velocity
and pressure gradient of neon impurity measured with
charge exchange spectroscopy [13] at the midplane in
LHD (vertically elongated cross section) using a radial
force balance. The radial force balance equation can be ex-
pressed as Er � �enIZI �21�≠pI�≠r� 2 �yuBf 2 yfBu�,
where Bf and Bu are toroidal and poloidal magnetic field,
and ZI , nI , and pI are ion charge, density, and pressure of
impurity measured, respectively.

In the LHD, the transition from negative electric field
(ion root) to positive electric field (electron root) is ob-
served for the first time in plasmas with neutral beam in-
jection (NBI) heating alone at a low density of �0.4 1.0� 3

1019 m23. In previous experiments [7–11], the transition
from ion root to electron root was observed only in plas-
mas with ECH, therefore it has been also open to question
as to whether the nonthermal electrons driven by ECH are
required to achieve the transition. The transition of radial
electric field from ion root to electron root clearly demon-
strates that nonthermal electrons are not necessary for the
transition, because there are no nonthermal electrons in
NBI heated plasma. Figure 1 shows the density depen-
dence of the radial electric field near the plasma edge �r �
0.9� for the standard configuration �Rax � 3.75 m� and
the inward shifted configuration �Rax � 3.6 m�. By shift-
ing the magnetic axis inward, the magnetic field structure
is optimized for neoclassical transport, and the loss cone
© 2001 The American Physical Society 5297
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FIG. 1. Density dependence of radial electric field at r . 0.85 for the plasmas with (a) standard configuration �Rax � 3.75 m�
and (b) inward shifted configuration �Rax � 3.6 m�. The dashed lines in (a) and (b) are neoclassical predictions. (c) Ion temperature
at r � 0.8 as a function of electron density for these plasmas. The solid line is a guide for the eye for the ion temperature in the
standard configuration.
regime is expected to be significantly reduced [3,6]. The
inward shift of magnetic axis in LHD is equivalent to the
s optimization due to the pitch modulation. As we dis-
cuss later, the neoclassical transport loss is predicted to be
large enough to exceed the anomalous loss for the con-
figuration with the magnetic axis of 3.75 m, while it is
relatively small for that of 3.6 m. The transition of elec-
tron root to ion root is observed at 0.7 3 1019 m23 �Te �
0.6 keV at r � 0.9� for the plasma with Rax � 3.75 m,
while it is observed at the lower electron density 0.3 3

1019 m23 (Te � 0.7 keV at r � 0.9) for the plasma with
Rax � 3.75 m, while it is observed at the lower electron
density 0.3 3 1019 m23 (Te � 0.7 keV at r � 0.9) for
the plasma with Rax � 3.6 m, where the plasma is well
into the collisionless regime �n�

e , 0.1�. The difference
of transition density is due to the differences in the ratio
of edge ion temperature to electron temperature. The ion
temperature, Ti , is 0.5 to 0.9 times the electron tempera-
ture, Te at r � 0.9 for the plasma with Rax � 3.75 m,
while Ti � Te for the plasma with Rax � 3.6 m.

The edge radial electric field sharply increases up to
15 kV�m in the electron root as the electron density is
decreased, while the absolute values increase gradually up
to 25 kV�m in the ion root over a wide range of electron
density of �1.0 3.0� 3 1019 m23. The transition from ion
root (negative Er ) to electron root (positive Er ) is observed
at r . 0.85, and there is no large radial electric field ob-
served in the plasma core. The behavior of the radial elec-
tric field measured can be explained by neoclassical theory
[2] as shown in Fig. 1. The absolute values of radial elec-
tric field measured in the electron or ion root are the lev-
els predicted by neoclassical theory. The critical electron
density required for transition from electron root to ion
root has good agreement with the neoclassical prediction.
The electric field is negative when the electron density is
above 1.0 3 1019 m23, and it becomes more negative as
the electron density gradients are increased. The radial
electric field in the ion root is typically small, and the ab-
solute values are less than 5 kV�m for most discharges
(see Fig. 1).

Figure 1(c) shows the density dependence of ion tem-
perature near the plasma edge �r � 0.8�. The edge ion
5298
temperature for the plasma with Rax � 3.75 m gradually
increases as the electron density is decreased in the ion
root �ne . 2 3 1019 m23�. However, the ion tempera-
ture starts to decrease at the electron density where the
radial electric field is nearly zero �24 , Er , 4 kV�m�.
The ion temperature recovers and increases sharply as
the electron density decreases in the electron root �ne ,

0.7 3 1019 m23�. On the other hand, the electron tem-
perature monotonically increases as the electron density
is decreased. The drop of temperature near Er � 0 is
observed only in the ions. This result shows that the
neoclassical heat flux increases as the radial electric field
becomes small. However, the neoclassical heat flux does
not become so large as to prevent the access to the electron
root. If the neoclassical heat flux at the zero radial electric
field is large, the collisionality cannot be small enough to
make the transition from ion root to electron root, unless
the heating power is significantly increased. This behavior
is observed in the standard configuration where the neo-
classical heat flux is expected to exceed the anomalous
heat flux. On the contrary, the similar behavior is not ob-
served in the inward shifted configuration, in which the
neoclassical heat flux is expected to be small compared to
the anomalous transport. It should be noted that the tran-
sition from ion root to electron root takes place even if the
neoclassical contribution is not dominant in the heat flux.
This is due to the fact that the neoclassical bipolar flux is
dominant and the anomalous bipolar flux is small if it ex-
ists, although the anomalous heat flux is dominant for the
inward shifted plasma �Rax � 3.6 m�.

Figure 2 shows the radial profiles of electron density
and temperature and ion temperature and radial electric
field. The density profiles in LHD are flat or slightly
hollow. The electron density is low enough to decouple the
ion transport from electron transport, because the energy
exchange due to the collisions between ions and electrons
are negligible. The temperature shows an edge pedestal
[14] at r . 0.9, but there is no clear edge pedestal in
the ion temperature profiles. As demonstrated in Fig. 2,
at the transition regime from ion root to electron root,
the ion temperature increases associated with the transi-
tion as the electron density is decreased, while there is no
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FIG. 2. Radial profiles of (a) electron density, (b) electron temperature, (c) ion temperature, (d) radial electric field, (e) ion tem-
perature gradient, and (f) ion thermal diffusivity for the electron root (closed circles) and ion root (open circles) plasmas. The dashed
lines in (d) and (f) are neoclassical predictions.
significant change of electron temperature for the plasma
with Rax � 3.75 m. On the other hand, the ion tempera-
ture slightly decreases as the electron density is decreased
for the plasma with Rax � 3.6 m, regardless of the transi-
tion. As shown in Fig. 2(d), the radial electric field near
the edge changes from a negative value (ion root) to posi-
tive values (electron root) as the electron density is de-
creased. The measured radial electric field is compared
with that predicted by neoclassical theory. The radial elec-
tric field Er is calculated with the balance of neoclassi-
cal ion flux and electron flux using the measured electron
density, electron temperature, and ion temperature pro-
files [15]. The Er calculated with neoclassical theory in
the electron root becomes larger towards the plasma edge
as shown in Fig. 2(d), which shows qualitative agreement
with the measured Er .

The increase of the ion temperature gradient is most
significant at r . 0.6, where the transition from ion root
to electron root occurs. The ion temperature gradient in-
creases towards the plasma edge up to 7 keV�m in the
electron root, while it is only 2 keV�m in the ion root. It
should be noted that the temperature gradient in the ion
root and electron root in LHD is comparable to that in
the L mode �2 3 keV�m� and in the H-mode discharges
�5 25 keV�m� in D-IIID, respectively [16]. As shown in
Fig. 2(e), the ion temperature gradient multiplied by the
electron density in the electron root is twice that in the
ion root. This suggests the improvement of ion trans-
port in the electron root. The transport analysis shows
that the ion diffusivity at r � 0.85 is reduced from 5.5 to
2 m2�s (more than a factor of 2) associated with the tran-
sition from ion root to electron root as shown in Fig. 3(f).
The beam power deposition profiles are calculated with
a three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation code [17] in-
cluding orbit loss and charge exchange loss. The reduction
of ion thermal diffusivity predicted by neoclassical theory
is much larger than that observed. This fact suggests that
the anomalous transport is of the order of 2 m2�s at the
plasma edge. The gradient of radial electric field (Er shear)
is 120 kV�m2 at r � 0.9 in the electron root, and it is not
large enough to suppress the anomalous transport. The Er

shear required to suppress the fluctuations and to improve
electron transport is 350 kV�m2 in a compact helical sys-
tem [10]. Therefore, larger Er shear is expected to be nec-
essary to suppress the fluctuations and improve anomalous
transport in the electron root plasma in LHD.

Figure 3 shows the relation between ion thermal diffu-
sivity and radial electric field near the plasma edge �r �
0.9� at the density of the transition regime [ne�0.9� �
�0.4 1.2� 3 1019 m23 for Rax � 3.75 m and ne�0.9� �
�0.2 0.5� 3 1019 m23 for Rax � 3.6 m]. The neoclas-
sical ion thermal diffusivity for the given radial electric
field is also calculated. The neoclassical ion thermal dif-
fusivity becomes maximum at zero radial electric field and
decreases as the radial electric field increases both for
negative and positive Er . This is in contrast with the dis-
appearance of the peak of the ion thermal diffusivity at
zero radial electric field in the plasma with Rax � 3.6 m.
Since (i) the E 3 B rotation is in the same direction as the
grad-B drift so as to reduce the radial deviation of banana
orbit and (ii) the absolute values of radial electric field in
the electron root are much larger than those in the ion root,
a larger reduction of ion thermal diffusivity is expected
from neoclassical theory. In experiment, in the density
regime of transition from ion to electron root, the absolute
values of the radial electric field in the ion root are only
5299
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FIG. 3. Ion thermal diffusivity as a function of radial elec-
tric field at r � 0.92 for the plasmas with (a) standard con-
figuration �Rax � 3.75 m� and (b) inward shifted configuration
�Rax � 3.6 m�.

1 3 kV�m, while they increase sharply up to 10 kV�m in
the electron root.

The reduction of ion thermal diffusivity sharply de-
creases as the positive electric field increases after the
transition from ion root to electron root in the plasma
with Rax � 3.75 m, which qualitatively agrees with the
prediction from neoclassical theory. Once the neoclassi-
cal ion diffusivity decreases below the anomalous levels
��2 m2�s�, there is no reduction of ion thermal diffu-
sivity observed. The reduction of ion thermal diffusivity
in the electron root observed in LHD standard configura-
tion supports the validity of the concept for the stellarator
configuration, where the helical ripple loss is suppressed
by the radial electric field even in the low collisionality
regime. Moreover, the disappearance of the peak of the
ion thermal diffusivity at zero radial electric field in the
plasma with Rax � 3.6 m clearly shows the significant re-
duction of helical ripple loss due to the inward shift of
magnetic axis which is predicted from neoclassical the-
ory. The anomalous transport near the edge is comparable
or even smaller than that observed in the L-mode plas-
5300
mas �xi � �3 10� m2�s� in tokamaks [18], although the
anomalous transport in the core region is comparable to
that in tokamaks [19]. In order to suppress the anomalous
transport, the Er shear (not just Er ) should be produced
similar to that in the transport barrier in tokamak plasmas.

In conclusion, the two crucial neoclassical features of
“ion” heat transport are experimentally confirmed for the
first time in the NBI heated plasmas in a Heliotron. The
ion thermal diffusivity is found experimentally to be sig-
nificantly reduced by (1) the transition from small negative
Er (ion root) to large positive Er (electron root) or (2) the
optimization of magnetic field configuration (inward shift
of magnetic axis), which are predicted by the neoclassical
theory in stellarator plasmas.
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